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Abstract 

The class of Hv-structures defined on a set is very big and admits a partial order. For this 

reason, it has a numerous of applications in mathematics and other sciences as physics, 

biology, linguistics, to mention but a few. Here, we focus on the Lie-Santilli’s admissible 

case, where the hyper-numbers, called Hv-numbers, are used. In order to verify all needed 

axioms for Lie-Santilli’s admissibility, as the irreversibility and uniqueness of living 

organisms and time, on the one side and small results on the other side, we use the very-

thin Hv-fields. Therefore, we take rings and we enlarge only one result by adding only 

one element in order to obtain an Hv-field. This means that, we use only the associativity 

on the product and we transfer this to the weak-associativity on the hyper-product. Thus, 

from a semigroup on the product, we construct an Hv-group on the hyper-product.    
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1. Weak Hyper-structures  
 

The largest class of hyper-structures is the class of Hv-structures which was introduced 

in 1990 [16]. These satisfy the weak axioms where the non-empty intersection replaces 

the equality.    

Definitions 1.1 Hyper-structure is any set H equipped with, at least one, hyper-operation:  

: HH → P(H)-{}. 

A hyper-operation satisfy the weak associativity, if  (xy)zx(yz)  , x,y,zH and 

satisfy the weak commutativity, if  xyyx  , x,yH.  

A hyper-structure (H,) is an Hv-semigroup if it is weak associative and it is an Hv-group 

if it is reproductive Hv-semigroup:   xH = Hx = H, xH. 

In the classical theory, the quotient of a group with respect to an invariant subgroup is 

a group. In hyper-structures, the quotient of a group with respect to any subgroup is a 

hypergroup. Finally, Vougiouklis introduced and proved in 1990, that the quotient of a 

group with respect to any partition is an Hv-group.  

Definitions 1.2 The (R,+,) is an Hv-ring if both (+) and () are weak associative, the 

reproduction axiom is valid for (+) and () is  weak distributive  with respect to (+):     

x(y+z)(xy+xz),    (x+y)z(xz+yz),   x,y,zR. 

Let (R,+,) be Hv-ring, (M,+) be a weak commuttive Hv-group and there exists an external 

hyper-operation 

 :  RM → P(M): (a,x) → ax 

such that, a,bR and  x,yM,  we have 

a(x+y)(ax+ay),   (a+b)x(ax+bx),   (ab)xa(bx), 

then M is an Hv-module over F. In the case of an Hv-field, which is defined later, F instead 

of an Hv-ring R, then the Hv-vector space is defined. 

For more definitions and applications on Hv-structures one can see the books and 

papers as the: [1], [2], [5], [7], [16], [17], [18], [28], [29].  

Definition 1.3 The fundamental relations β*, γ* and ε*, are defined, in Hv-groups, Hv-

rings and Hv-vector spaces, respectively, as the smallest equivalences so that the quotient 

would be group, ring and vector spaces, respectively  [5], [16], [19], [23], [27].  

The way to find the fundamental classes is given by analogous to the following 

theorems:  

Let (H,) be Hv-group, U the set of all finite products of elements of H. Define the relation 

β in H by setting  xβy if, and only if, {x,y}u  where uU. Then β* is the transitive closure 

of β. 
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Let (R,+,) be Hv-ring, U the set of all finite polynomials of elements of R. Define the 

relation γ in R by:  xγy if, and only if, {x,y}u  where uU. Then γ* is the transitive 

closure of  γ.  

An element is called single if its fundamental class is singleton. 

The fundamental relations are used for general definitions: 

Definition 1.4 An Hv-ring (R,+,) is called Hv-field if  R/γ*  is a field. The elements of an 

Hv-field are called hyper-numbers or Hv-numbers. 

Definition 1.5 Let (H,), (H,*) be Hv-semigroups defined on the same set H. () is called 

smaller than (*), and (*) greater than (), if, and only if, there exists an automorphism  

fAut(H,*)   such that   xyf(x*y), x,yH. 

Then we say that (H,*) contains (H,). If (H,*) contains a group, then is called Hb-group. 

The Little Theorem. Greater hyper-operations than the ones which are weak associative 

or weak commutative are, as well, weak associative or weak commutative, respectively. 

The Little Theorem leads to a partial order, posets, on Hv-structures and introduce 

several new classes of hyper-structures [16], [27].  

Definition 1.6 An Hv-structure is called very-thin if all hyper-operations are operations 

except one, which has all hyper-products singletons except only one, which is a subset of 

cardinality more than one.  

Definition 1.7 Let (G,) be groupoid, then for all PG, P we define the following P-

hyper-operation:   

P: xPy= (xP)yx(Py),   x,yG. 

If (G,) is semigroup, then  xPy=(xP)yx(Py)=xPy,  so (G,P) is a semi-hypergroup.  

 A generalization of P-hyper-operations is the following [4], [5], [24]:  

Let (G,) be abelian group and P, subset of G. We define the hyper-operation P, by 

xPy = xPy = {xhyhP},  if  xe  and  ye 

           xy,    if   x=e   or  y=e 

we call this Pe-hyper-operation and the hyper-structure (G,P) is an abelian Hv-group. 

The general definition of an Hv-Lie algebra was given as follows [5], [15]:  

Definition 1.8 Let (L,+) be an Hv-vector space over (F,+,), φ:F→F/γ* the canonical map, 

ωF={xF:φ(x)=0}, where 0 is zero of F/γ*. Let ωL the core of  φ:L→L/ε*  and denote 0 

the zero of L/ε*. Consider the bracket hyper-operation 

[ , ]: LL → P(L): (x,y) → [x,y] 

then L is an Hv-Lie algebra over F if the following axioms are satisfied: 
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(L1)  The bracket hyperoperation is bilinear: 

[λ1x1+λ2x2,y](λ1[x1,y]+λ2[x2,y])    

[x,λ1y1+λ2y2](λ1[x,y1]+λ2[x,y2])  ,  x,x1,x2,y,y1,y2L and λ1,λ2F 

(L2)  [x,x]ωL  ,  xL 

(L3)  ([x,[y,z]]+[y,[z,x]]+[z,[x,y]])ωL  ,  x,yL. 

 

2. Hv-fields and hyper-matrix representations 

Τhe enlargements and the reductions of hyper-structures are examined in the sense that 

extra elements appear in results or we take out elements. In both directions most 

interesting cases in the research are those Hv-structures when the fundamental structures 

remain the same [16], [19], [23], [27].  

Theorem 2.1 Let (G,) be semigroup and vG be an extra element appearing in a product 

ab, where a,bG, thus the result becomes a hyper-product ab={ab,v}. Then the minimal 

hyper-opration () extended in G΄=G{v} such that () contains () in the restriction on 

G, and such that (G΄,) is a minimal HV-semigroup which has fundamental structure 

isomorphic to (G,),  is defined by 

ab={ab,v},  xy=xy,  ( x,y)G2-{(a,b)} 

vv=abab,  xv=xab  and  vx=abx,  xG.     

(G΄,) is very-thin Hv-semigroup. If (G,) is commutative then we obtain that (G΄,) is 

strongly commutative. 

Now we present some ‘small’ Hv-fields obtained mainly by finite ordinary rings, by 

enlarging only one result by adding only one element from the underline ring. These Hv-

fields are useful since the results are as small as possible. Moreover, they obey in axioms 

needed in applications in hadronic mechanics [15], [23], [26].  

Constructions 2.2 On the rings (Z4,+,∙) and (Z6,+,∙) we will define all the multiplicative 

Hv-fields which have non-degenerate fundamental field and, moreover they are,  

(a)  very-thin minimal,   (b)  weak commutative,   (c)  have 0 and 1, scalars. 

(I)  On (Z4,+,∙) we have the isomorphic cases: 23={0,2} or 32={0,2}. The fundamental 

classes are [0]={0,2},  [1]={1,3} and we have  (Z4,+,)/γ*(Z2,+,∙). In this Hv-group there 

is only one unit and every element have a unique double inverse.  

(II)  On (Z6,+,∙), we have the only one hyperproduct, 

(i)    23={0,3}, 24={2,5}, 34={0,3}, 35={0,3}, 45={2,5}. Fundamental classes: 

[0]={0,3}, [1]={1,4}, [2]={2,5}  and we have  (Z6,+,)/γ*(Z3,+,∙). 
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(ii)   23={0,2} or 23={0,4},  24={0,2} or {2,4},  25={0,4} or 25={2,4},  

34={0,2} or {0,4},  35={3,5},  45={0,2} or {2,4}.  Fundamental classes: 

[0]={0,2,4}, [1]={1,3,5}  and we have  (Z6,+,)/γ* (Z2,+,∙). 

Representations of Hv-groups, can be considered either by Hv-matrices [5], [14], [16], 

[17], [18] or by generalized permutations [16]. Here we focus on representations by Hv-

matrices because they are used in Santilli’s admissibility. 

Definition 2.3 Hv-matrix is called a matrix with entries from an Hv-ring or Hv-field. The 

hyper-product of Hv-matrices A=(aij) and B=(bij), of type mn and nr, respectively, is a 

set of mr Hv-matrices, defined in a usual manner:  

AB = (aij)(bij) = {C=(cij)cijΣaikbkj}, 

where () is the n-ary circle hyper-operation, which means the union of all possible 

patterns of parentheses put for elements, on the hyper-addition.   

The representation problem by Hv-matrices is the following:  

Definition 2.4 Let (H,) be an Hv-group, (R,+,) be an Hv-ring and take a set of Hv-matrices 

MR ={(aij)aijR}, then any  

T:H→MR: h→T(h)  with  T(h1h2)T(h1)T(h2),  h1,h2H, 

is called Hv-matrix representation. If T(h1h2)T(h1)T(h2), then T is called inclusion 

representation, if  T(h1h2)=T(h1)T(h2),  then T is called good representation, in this case 

an induced representation T* for the Hv-group algebra, is obtained.  If T is one to one and 

good, then it is a faithful representation. 

Theorem 2.5 A necessary condition in order to have an inclusion representation T of an 

Hv-group (H, )  by nn  Hv-matrices over the Hv-ring (R,+, ) is the following: 

For all β*(x), xH there must exist elements aijH, i,j{1,...,n} such that 

T(β*(a))  {A = (aij)aijγ*(aij), i,j{1,...,n}}. 

Thus, every inclusion representation T:H→MR: a T(a)=(aij) induces a homomorphic 

representation T* of H/β* over  R/γ* by setting  T*(β*(a))=[γ*(aij)], β*(a)H/β*,  where 

the element  γ*(aij)R/γ*  is the ij entry of the matrix T*(β*(a)).   

Several classes of Hv-structures can give special representations. Some of those classes 

are [16], [20], [26]: 

Definition 2.6 Let M=Mmn, the set of mn matrices on R and take P={Pi:iI}M. We 

define, a kind of, P-hyper-operation P on M as follows 

P: MM→P(M): (A,B) APB={APt
iB: iI } M 

where Pt denotes the transpose of P.  P is bilinear Rees’ like operation where, instead of 

one sandwich matrix, a set is used. P is strong associative and the inclusion distributive 

to addition is valid: 
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AP(B+C)  APB+APC, A,B,CM 

So (M,+,P) defines a multiplicative hyperring on non-square matrices.  

Let M=Mmn be module of mn matrices on R and take the sets 

  S={sk:kK}R,   Q={Qi:jJ}M,   P={Pi:iI}M. 

Define three hyperoperations as follows 

S: RM→P(M): (r,A)→rSA= {(rsk)A:kK} M 

Q+: MM→P(M): (A,B)→AQ+B= {A+Qj+B: jJ} M 

P: MM→P(M): (A,B)→APB= {APt
iB:iI} M 

Then, (M,S,Q+,P) is a hyperalgebra on R the general matrix P-hyperalgebra. 

 

3. The Lie-Santilli Hv-admissibility  

Hyper-structures have applications in other sciences, which range from hadronic 

physics, leptons, Santilli’s iso-theory, bio-mathematics to mention but a few. The hyper-

structure theory is related to fuzzy theory; consequently, can be widely applicable in 

linguistic, in sociology, in industry and production, too [1], [2], [3], [5], [6], [7], [10], 

[11], [12], [13], [16], [28], [29].  

In [21], with ‘The Santilli’s theory ‘invasion’ in hyperstructures’, there is a description 

how Santilli’s theories effect in hyper-structures and how new theories in Mathematics 

appeared by Santilli’s pioneer research. In 1996 Santilli & Vougiouklis [14], [21], point 

out that in physics the interesting hyper-structures are the e-hyperstructures. These hyper-

structures contain a unique left ant right scalar unit, which is an important tool in Lie-

Santilli theory. See books and related papers for definitions and results related topics: [3], 

[4], [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [20], [21], [22], [24], [25].  

Definition 3.1 A hyper-structure (F,+,), where (+) is operation and () hyper-operation, 

is called e-hyperfield if the following are valid:  (F,+) is abelian group with additive unit 

0, () is weak associative, () is weak distributive with respect to (+), 0 is absorbing: 

0x=x0=0, xF, there exist a product scalar unit 1:  1x=x1=x, xF, and xF there 

is a unique inverse x-1, such that  1xx-1x-1x.  

The elements of an e-hyperfield are called e-hypernumbers. If  1=xx-1=x-1x, then we 

say that we have a strong e-hyperfield.  

Definition 3.2 Main e-Construction. Given a group (G,), where e the unit, we define in 

G, a huge number of hyper-operations () by   

xy={xy,g1,g2,…}, x,yG-{e}, where g1,g2,…G-{e}. 

(G,) is e-hypergroup, in fact is an Hb-group because contains (G,). Moreover, if x,y 

such that  xy=e, so xy=xy, then (G,) becomes strong e-hypergroup. 
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The proof is immediate since we enlarge results of the group by putting elements from 

G applying the Little Theorem. Moreover, e is unique scalar and xG, there is a unique 

inverse x-1, such that  exx-1x-1x.  Finally, if the last condition of this difinition is 

valid, then  e=xx1=x-1x,  so (G,) is strong e-hypergroup.   

The useful e-hypergroups are if only one product is enlarged by one element.  

An important topic in hyper-mathematics comes from Santilli’s admissibility. We may 

transfer this theory to representations in two ways: using either, ordinary matrices with a 

hyper-operation on them, or hyper-matrices with ordinary operations [5], [9], [26]. 

Definition 3.3 Let L be Hv-vector space over the Hv-field (F,+,), φ:F→F/γ*, canonical 

map and ωF={xF:φ(x)=0}, where 0 is the zero of F/γ*. Let ωL be the core of  φ:L→L/ε* 

and denote again by 0 the zero of L/ε*. Take two subsets R, SL then a Lie-Santilli 

admissible hyperalgebra is obtained by taking the Lie bracket hyper-operation  

[ , ]RS: LL→P(L): [x,y]RS= xRy–ySx= {xry–ysxrR,sS} 

We can define admissibility on non square matrices, as well: 

Definition 3.4 Let (L=Mmn,+) be the Hv-vector space of mn hyper-matrices on the Hv-

field (F,+,), φ:F→F/γ*, canonical map, ωF={xF:φ(x)=0}. Similarly, let ωL the core of 

φ:L→L/ε*. Take any two subsets R,SL then a Santilli’s Lie-admissible hyperalgebra is 

obtained by taking the Lie bracket, which is a hyper-operation     

[ , ] RS: LL→P(L): [x,y]RS=xRty–yStx. 

Notice that    [x,y]RS=xRty–yStx={xrty–ystxrR and sS} 

Definition 3.5 According to Santilli’s iso-theory, on a field F=(F,+,), a general isofield 

�̂�= �̂�(â,+̂,×̂),  is defined, to be a field with elements â=a1̂, called isonumbers, where 

aF, and 1̂ is a positive-defined element outside F, equipped with two operations +̂ and 

×̂ where +̂ is the sum with the conventional additive unit 0, and ×̂ is a new product 

â ×̂ b̂: = âT̂b̂,   with  1̂ = T̂-1,  â, b̂�̂�         (i)  

called iso-product, for which 1̂  is the left and right unit of F, 

1̂ ×̂ â = â1̂ = â , â�̂�          (ii) 

called iso-unit. The rest properties of a field are reformulated analogously. 

In order to transfer this theory to hyper-structures, we generalize only the new product 

×̂ from (i), by replacing with a hyper-operation including the old one. There are two 

general constructions on this direction as follows: 

Construction 3.6 General enlargement. On a field F=(F,+,) and isofield  �̂�=�̂�(â,+̂,×̂)  

we replace in the results of the iso-product 

â ×̂ b̂=   âT̂b̂,     with  1̂ = T̂-1 
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of the element T̂ by a set of elements Ĥab={T̂,x̂1,x̂2,…} where x̂1,x̂2,…�̂�,  containing T̂, 

for all  â ×̂ b̂ for which  â,b̂{0̂,1̂} and  x̂1,x̂2,…�̂�-{0̂,1̂}. If one of  â, b̂, or both, is 

equal to 0̂ or 1̂, then Ĥab={T̂}. Therefore, the new iso-hyper-operation is 

â ×̂ b̂ = âĤabb̂= â{T̂,x̂1,x̂2,…}b̂, â,b̂�̂�         (iii) 

�̂�=�̂�(â,+̂,×̂) is iso-Hv-field. The elements of 𝐹 are called iso-Hv-numbers or iso-numbers. 

Important hopes, of this construction, are those where only for few ordered pairs (â,b̂) 

the result is enlarged, even more, the extra element x̂i, is exactly one. Thus, there exists 

only one pair (â,b̂) for which    

â ×̂ b̂=  â{T̂,x̂}b̂,  â,b̂�̂� 

and the rest are ordinary, then we have a very-thin iso-Hv-field. 

The assumption that Ĥab={T̂}, â or b̂, is equal to 0̂ or 1̂, where x̂i, are not 0̂ or 1̂, give 

that the iso-Hv-field has scalar absorbing 0̂, scalar 1̂, and every â�̂�,  has one inverse.   

Construction 3.7 The P-hyper-operation. Consider an isofield �̂�=�̂�(â,+̂,×̂) with â=a1̂, 

isonumbers, where aF, and 1̂ is positive-defined outside F, with two operations +̂ and 

×̂, where +̂ is the sum with the conventional unit 0, and ×̂ is the iso-product 

â ×̂ b̂ : =   âT̂b̂,   with  1̂ = T̂-1,  â,b̂�̂�                          

Take a P̂={T̂,p̂1,…,p̂s}, with p̂1,…, p̂s�̂�-{0̂,1̂}, define the isoP-Hv-field, �̂�=�̂�(â,+̂,×̂P), 

where the hyper-operation ×̂P is defined as follows: 

            âP̂b̂ = {âĥb̂ĥP̂}   if   â  1̂  and  b̂  1̂    

   â ×̂P b̂:=                (iv) 

                   âT̂b̂                                if   â = 1̂  or  b̂ = 1̂ 

The elements of  �̂� are called isoP-Hv-numbers.  

If  P ̂= {T̂,p̂}, the inverses in isoP-Hv-fields, are not necessarily unique.  

Example 3.8 The generalized P-construction can be applied on rings to obtain Hv-fields. 

Thus for, �̂�10 = 𝒁10(â,+̂,×̂), and if we take  �̂�={2̂,7̂}, then we have the table 
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×̂ �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� 

�̂� 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 1̂ 2̂ 3̂ 4̂ 5̂ 6̂ 7̂ 8̂ 9̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 2̂ 8̂ 2̂ 6̂ 0̂ 4̂ 8̂ 2̂ 6̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 3̂ 2̂ 3̂,8̂ 4̂ 0̂,5̂ 6̂ 2̂,7̂ 8̂ 4̂,9̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 4̂ 6̂ 4̂ 2̂ 0̂ 8̂ 6̂ 4̂ 2̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 5̂ 0̂ 0̂,5̂ 0̂ 0̂,5̂ 0̂ 0̂,5̂ 0̂ 0̂,5̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 6̂ 4̂ 6̂ 8̂ 0̂ 2̂ 4̂ 6̂ 8̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 7̂ 8̂ 2̂,7̂ 6̂ 0̂,5̂ 4̂ 3̂,8̂ 2̂ 1̂,6̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 8̂ 2̂ 8̂ 4̂ 0̂ 6̂ 2̂ 8̂ 4̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 9̂ 6̂ 4̂,9̂ 2̂ 0̂,5̂ 8̂ 1̂,6̂ 4̂ 2̂,7̂ 

 

Then the fundamental classes are    

(0)={0̂,5̂},   (1)={1̂,6̂},   (2)={2̂,7̂},   (3)={3̂,8̂},  (4)={4̂,9̂}, 

and the multiplicative table is the following 

 

 ( 0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 

(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 

(1) (0) (1),(2) (2),(4) (3),(1) (4),(3) 

(2) (0) (2),(4) (3) (2) (1) 

(3) (0) (3),(1) (2) (3) (4) 

(4) (0) (4),(3) (1) (4) (2) 

 

Consequently,  �̂�10 = 𝒁10(â,+̂,×̂), is an Hv-field. 

Example 3.9 Consider the  �̂�14 = 𝒁14(â,+̂,×̂), and take  �̂�={2̂,9̂}, then we have the table 
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×̂ �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� �̂� 𝟏�̂� 𝟏�̂� 𝟏�̂� 𝟏�̂� 

�̂� 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 0̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 1̂ 2̂ 3̂ 4̂ 5̂ 6̂ 7̂ 8̂ 9̂ 10̂ 11̂ 12̂ 13̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 2̂ 2̂ 12̂ 2̂ 6̂ 10̂ 0̂ 4̂ 8̂ 12̂ 2̂ 6̂ 10̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 3̂ 12̂ 4̂,11̂ 10̂ 2̂,9̂ 8̂ 0̂,7̂ 6̂ 5̂,12̂ 4̂ 3̂,10̂ 2̂ 1̂,8̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 4̂ 2̂ 10̂ 4̂ 12̂ 6̂ 0̂ 8̂ 2̂ 10̂ 4̂ 12̂ 6̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 5̂ 6̂ 2̂,9̂ 12̂ 1̂,8̂ 4̂ 0̂,7̂ 10̂ 6̂,13̂ 2̂ 5̂,12̂ 8̂ 4̂,11̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 6̂ 10̂ 8̂ 6̂ 4̂ 2̂ 0̂ 12̂ 10̂ 8̂ 6̂ 4̂ 2̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 7̂ 0̂ 0̂,7̂ 0̂ 0̂,7̂ 0̂ 0̂,7̂ 0̂ 0̂,7̂ 0̂ 0̂,7̂ 0̂ 0̂,7̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 8̂ 4̂ 6̂ 8̂ 10̂ 12̂ 0̂ 2̂ 4̂ 6̂ 8̂ 10̂ 12̂ 

�̂� 0̂ 9̂ 8̂ 5̂,12̂ 2̂ 6̂,13̂ 10̂ 0̂,7̂ 4̂ 1̂,8̂ 12̂ 2̂,9̂ 6̂ 3̂,10̂ 

𝟏�̂� 0̂ 10̂ 12̂ 4̂ 10̂ 2̂ 8̂ 0̂ 6̂ 12̂ 4̂ 10̂ 2̂ 8̂ 

𝟏�̂� 0̂ 11̂ 2̂ 3̂,10̂ 4̂ 5̂,12̂ 6̂ 0̂,7̂ 8̂ 2̂,9̂ 10̂ 4̂,11̂ 6̂ 3̂,10̂ 

𝟏�̂� 0̂ 12̂ 6̂ 2̂ 12̂ 8̂ 4̂ 0̂ 10̂ 6̂ 2̂ 6̂ 8̂ 4̂ 

𝟏�̂� 0̂ 13̂ 10̂ 1̂,8̂ 6̂ 4̂,11̂ 2̂ 0̂,7̂ 12̂ 3̂,10̂ 8̂ 3̂,10̂ 4̂ 2̂,9̂ 

 

Then the fundamental classes are    

(0)={0̂,7̂}, (1)={1̂,8̂}, (2)={2̂,9̂}, (3)={3̂,10̂},  (4)={4̂,11̂}, (5)={5̂,12̂}, (6)={6̂,13̂}, 

and the multiplicative table is the following 

 

 

Consequently,  �̂�14 = 𝒁14(â,+̂,×̂), is an Hv-field. 

 ( 0) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 

(1) (0) (1),(2) (2),(4) (3),(6) (1),(4) (3),(5) (5),(6) 

(2) (0) (2),(4) (1),(2) (5) (2) (6) (3) 

(3) (0) (3),(6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

(4) (0) (1),(4) (2) (3) (4) (5),(6) (3),(6) 

(5) (0) (3),(5) (6) (2) (5),(6) (1) (4) 

(6) (0) (5),(6) (3) (1) (3),(6) (4) (2) 
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4  Conclusions 

The very big number of hyper-structures, especially of Hv-structures, defined on a set 

gives the opportunity to work in applications in an opposite direction. This means that we 

ask from applied sciences to give more axioms in order to reduce the number of possible 

Hv-structures to express the problem by a mathematical model. This is the problem of 

Lie-Santilli’s admissibility which can be faced by defining the appropriate hyper-numbers 

or Hv-numbers, needed to express the irreversibility and uniqueness of living organisms 

and time.  
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